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Molecule definition for kids

A molecule is the smallest unit of a substance that has all the properties
of that substance. For instance, a water molecule is the smallest unit that
is still water. A water molecule can be divided into tiny parts called atoms.
This produces two hydrogen atoms and one oxygen atom.

kids.britannica.com/kids/article/molecule/353479
molecule - Kids | Britannica Kids | Homework Help

PEOPLE ALSO ASK

Molecule
A molecule is an
electrically neutral
group of two or more
atoms held together by
chemical bonds.
Molecules are
distinguished from ions
by their lack of

electrical charge. However, in quantum
physics, organic chemistry, and
biochemistry, the term molecule is often
used less strictly, also being applied to
polyatomic ions.
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Molecule | Definition of Molecule by Merriam-Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/molecule
Molecule definition is - the smallest particle of a substance that retains all the properties
of the substance and is composed of one or more atoms.

Molecule - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Molecule
According to this definition, noble gas atoms are considered molecules as they are
monatomic molecules. A molecule may be homonuclear, that is, ...

Electricity · Properties of Water

molecule - Kids | Britannica Kids | Homework Help
https://kids.britannica.com/kids/article/molecule/353479
A molecule is the smallest unit of a substance that has all the properties of that
substance. For instance, a water molecule is the smallest unit that is still water.

Molecule | Define Molecule at Dictionary.com
www.dictionary.com/browse/molecule
Molecule definition, the smallest physical unit of an element or compound, consisting of
one or more like atoms in an element and two or more different atoms in a compound.

Kids.Net.Au - Dictionary > Definition: molecule
dictionary.kids.net.au/word/molecule
Kids.Net.Au - Dictionary > Definition: molecule Search ... Definition of molecule
(nontechnical usage) a tiny piece of anything (physics and chemistry) ...

Definition and Examples of a Molecule - ThoughtCo
https://www.thoughtco.com/what-is-a-molecule-definition-examples...
The terms molecule, compound, and atom can be confusing! Here's an explanation of
what a molecule is with some examples of common molecules.

What is a molecule? - Chemistry for kids
www.chemistryforkids.net/atoms/what-is-a-molecule
What is a molecule? A molecule is a group of non-metallic atoms that are joined together
by chemical bonds. An example of a molecule is water, H2O which is composed of two
atoms of hydrogen and one atom of oxygen.

Atom | Definition of Atom by Merriam-Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/atom
Atom definition is - the smallest ... the smallest particle of a substance that can exist by
itself or be combined with other atoms to form a molecule: a very small ...

atoms and molecules video for kids,atoms and molecules
...
www.makemegenius.com/.../all-about-atoms-and-molecules-for-kids
Kids can very easily understand the difference between atoms and molecules in this
animated video.Definition and meaning of Atoms and molecules and ... and molecule ...

What is molecule? - Definition from WhatIs.com
https://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/molecule
A molecule is the smallest particle in a chemical element or compound that has the
chemical properties of that element or ... Another definition if molecule can be: ...
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